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BACKGROUND
 Territory: 181,035 sq. km
 Population: 13 million (85% in rural areas)
 GDP: US$280 per capita
 Electrification rate : 17% (urban~54% and rural~13%)
 Energy consumption: 55 kWh per capita
 Electric energy price : US$0.09-0.25 per kWh
 In rural area / using battery and diesel generator :
US$0.4-0.8 per kWh
 Generation in 2004 : 200MW and 1,000GWh
 Projection in 2015 : 750 MW and 3,000GWh
 Main generation source: Fuel Oil (DO and HFO)
 High potential of hydro source : more than 10,000MW 3

BACKGROUND (cont.)
 March 1996: Corporatisation of Electricité du Cambodge (EDC) as a
limited liability state company to supply electricity to Phnom Penh and
six provincial towns. In 2004 MIME transfers 7 more provincial towns to
EDC. EDC manages about 80% of generation and distribution in the
country and also is responsible for all transmission operation.
 Feb., 2001 : Promulgation of Electricity Law, setting a framework to
regulate the electricity sector.
 Sep., 2001 : Establishment of Electricity Authority of Cambodia (EAC),
as a regulatory body, which is responsible for licensing, tariff setting and
enforcing the performance of the electricity supply industry.
 MIME : continues to be responsible for government policy, strategic
planning and technical standards for the electricity sector.
 Other suppliers of electricity : Private Electricity Operators/Companies,
including IPPs, Provincial Electricity Companies and Rural Electricity
Enterprises, manage the remaining generation and distribution systems.4
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Current Structure of Electricity Sector
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Ownership of EDC
Policy; Planning; Development; Technical standard
Tariff, license, Review the Planned Investments,
finances and performance; Enforce the regulations, rules
and standards

Power Sector Development Policy
It was formulated in October, 1994:
 To provide an adequate supply of energy throughout
Cambodia at reasonable and affordable price,
To ensure a reliable and secured electricity supply at
reasonable prices, which facilitates the investments in
Cambodia and developments of the national economy,
To

encourage exploration and environmentally and socially
acceptable development of energy resources needed for
supply to all sectors of Cambodia economy,
To

encourage the efficient use of energy and to minimize
the detrimental environmental effects resulted from energy
supply and consumption.
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Energy Sector Strategy
With referring to the draft CPSS 19992016 (WB) & the draft revised 2004-2020,
its focus on 3 mains components:
1- Generation Master Plan
2- Transmission Master Plan
3- Rural Electrification
7

The Potential of Cambodia’s Energy
Resources
• Petroleum & Natural Gas are under the
responsibility of CNPA
• Coal
• Hydropower
• Renewable Energy ( solar, wind, minimicro hydro, wood fuel, biomass, biogas,
biofuel etc.. )
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Areas thought to have
coal resource reserves
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Favorable Areas
for Biomass
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RURAL ELECTRIFICATION
(RE)
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Current Situation of Energy Use
in Rural Area
Base on the survey of 2000 showed:
• Kerosene
92%
• L.a.Batteries
55%
• Dry Cell Batteries
24%
• Candles
11%
• REE
04%
• Small Genset
03%
• EDC Grid
02%
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RE – STRATEGY COMPONENTS
•
•
1.
2.
3.
4.

Target to achieve 70% of RE by the year 2030 with
grid quality.
Main components of the Rural Electrification
Strategy:
Grid expansion from the existing
Diesel stand-alone, Mini-Utility Systems
Cross-border Power Supply from neighboring
countries (Thailand, Vietnam and Lao)
Renewable Energy (Solar, Wind, mini-micro hydro,
Biomass, Biogas, biofuel etc…)
26
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Schematic Rural Electrification (RE)
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CONCEPT OF SUSTAINABLE RURAL
ELECTRIFICATION AND ITSTARGET
Aims at:
• Non-electrified remote areas, which are far
from national grid
• Developing the country
• Promoting local resources, such as Solar,
Wind, Hidro, Biogas, Biomass, or Geothermal
• People participation.
28
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KEY SUCCESS FACTORS OF
SUSTAINABLE RURAL
ELECTRIFICATION

Are:
1. To provide sufficient Transfer of Practical
Techniques to local staff,
2. To secure Sustainable Revenue at site for
Implementation Activities, and
3. Public Participation and Consultation for
Planning, Construction, Maintenance and
Management.
29

RURAL ELECTRIFICATION BY
RENEWABLE ENERGY
• National Policy on Renewable Energy
The basis of the proposed policy is:


Endeavor to provide access to reliable, safe and
environmentally clean electricity services to rural areas, at an
affordable cost to the national community;



Act as a market enabler and encourage private sector
participation in providing rural renewable electricity
services;



Provide effective legal and regulatory framework for
enabling access to reliable, safe and clean electricity services
to rural areas, at an affordable cost to the national
30
community;
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National Policy on Renewable Energy (cont.)


Encourage the most efficient systems for generation,
transmission and distribution of electricity from clean and
renewable energy sources, to enable a rational electricity tariff
policy through promotion of differentiated tariffs based on cost
recovery principles;



Promote renewable electricity systems for rural applications, as
part of a national portfolio of grid and off-grid technologies,
provided they are the least-cost option for the national
communities; and



Ensure adequate resources and appropriate institutional
mechanisms to empower the poor, particularly those in rural
areas.
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National Strategy on Renewable Energy
The basic of the proposed strategy is :
• Widely expand the access for electricity services to the rural
population through development of appropriate programs
and action plans to promote the Renewable Energy
Technologies (RET);
• Expand the supply base for renewable energy services by
motivating and promoting the participation of private
entrepreneurs so as to provide efficient and cost-effective
services, which will benefit the whole community;
• Facilitate systematic market and institutional development
in renewable electricity sector by creating a comprehensive
legal and regulatory framework to enable effective
participation of government, private and community based
entities in providing electricity services to the rural 32
consumers;
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National Strategy on Renewable Energy (cont.)
•

•

•

Ensure a wide and equitable access of electricity services
to all sections of the rural population by developing
appropriate tariff policies and instituting a rational tariff
regime;
Promote environmentally sustainable small power
technologies including RET in on-grid and/or off-grid
mode in order to create wide access for rural consumers to
affordable electricity services; and
Contribute to empowerment of the rural poor by creating
economic opportunities and uplifting standards of living
through electricity services, and through involving them
in planning, operation, maintenance and management
(OM&M) of programs providing those services.
33

MASTER PLAN ON RENEWABLE
ENERGY

Purpose – To identify and evaluate the
Renewable Energy Potential for the
whole Kingdom of Cambodia

34
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RE MASTER PLAN BY RENEWABLE
ENERGY
• GOAL

- To improve the current level of electrification
and reduction poverty as well as enhancing
education and medical treatment is the rural areas.
• PURPOSES- Study of policies to promote electrification in
those areas not yet serviced
- Introduction and development of Renewable
Energy Technologies
- Study of institution and organization for sustainable
operation and maintenance supported by the
appropriate business model, including the financial
procurement plan.
• TAGET
– To achieve 100% of Rural Villages by the year
2020.
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RENEWABLE ENERGY ACTION
PLAN (REAP)
•
•
•
•
•

REAP MISSION
REAP GUIDING PRINCIPLE
REAP LONG TERM TARGET
IMPLEMENT THE 5 YEARS REAP
FINANCIAL RESOURCES
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WHY

RURAL ELECTRIFICATION
BY RENEWABLE ENERGY
IN CAMBODIA???
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DUE TO THE FACTS THAT
• Some Renewable Energy Technologies (RET) still
have some “weaknesses”, in terms of for example,
reliability
• Invest cost of RET still high / very high investment
cost
• Some RET still under Research & Development
(R&D)
• There are no understanding on the RET usefulness &
no RET support from policy markers and people
• There are weaknesses in financing, banking &
incentive systems (e.g. no import tax, fiscal
incentives etc...)
38
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IN CASE OF CAMBODIA
• Because the impact on the environment is one of the major problems
facing this new century and the future period of the country, the
region and the whole world.
So in this case:
• The Royal Government of Cambodia (RGC) has supported and
ratified the Kyoto Protocol in the year 2002
• RGC is progressing from “support” to “concrete implementation”
when feasible, notably in the energy field:
– It promotes and encourages the development of renewable energy on
the supply side, and
– It promotes and encourages the efficient use of energy and the energy
conservation, with the EE&EC programme on demand side.
– Cambodia has indeed plenty of renewable energy resource, which can
be converted into electricity, in particular for the supply of rural areas.
39

CONCEPT
ENVIRONMENT

RENEWABLE ENERGY
(Supply Side)

EE & CONSERVATION
(Demand Side)
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Rural Electrification-Mechanism
To implement and to achieve the goals set by the policy,
strategy and action plan, the RGC must first establish the
Rural Electrification Fund (REF)


REF is the creation of the Royal Government of Cambodia
and the World Bank, with the goal of encouraging the
private sector for investment in electricity supply to the
rural population, with smart subsidies and Smart credit
scheme for reason of social equity.



Agreed electricity price sold to the rural population would
be such that the rural entrepreneurs will still make project.



Investment Fund will come from grants and loans with low
interest rate and long term period from versions credit and
41
financing institution.

EXAMPLE...
• Financial Resources
From government budget through MIME.
The main funding sources will be the government loans
from WB/IDA,
Other sources: grants from donors, private equity, etc.
SUMMARY OF PROJECT COST
Local
(US$ M)
REE off-Grid Extension (45 000 HH)
1.82
Mini hydro (6.0 MW)
2.81
SHS (12 000) (GEF US$ M 1.2)
0.79
Village hydro (850 kW) (GEF US$M 0.30) 0.53
Sub-total REF Component
5.95

Type

Foreign
(US$ M)
4.11
6.37
3.19
1.25
14.92

Total
(US$ M)
5.93
9.18
3.98
1.78
20.87

42
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EXAMPLE...(Cont-e)
• Financing Grants
Type

Grant proposed, US$
per household
connected
45 $

150 $

Mini hydro
from 0.5 MW up to 5 MW

400$/kW installed

1744$/kW installed

Micro hydro
From 50 kW up to 500
kW

400$/kW installed

2700$/kW installed

Solar Home System

100$/set

400$/set of 40 Wp

New household
connected (diesel)

Estimated total
cost/unit in US$
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OTHERS...
• Promote and encourage Rural Electrification Entrepreneurs
(REE) to participate by various supports, i.e. ideas,
“subsidies”, training for awareness and understanding of
renewable energy. The next step would be to reduce, even to
spot using Diesel Generation sets and to replace these by
Renewable Energy Technologies (RET).
• Create Community Business Associations or Organizations
(CBA) in order to develop activities in villages and
communes, particularly in remote areas, where private sector
is not yet aware of or cannot yet reach.
• Necessity to create NGO, agents, associations, different
centres in order to accelerate the development and to reach the
targets set by the RGC in terms of RE:
– 2020 all villages will be electrified by electricity from different forms
– 2030 70% of rural households with grid quality electricity.
44
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BARRIERS
In principle:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Policy barrier
Financial barrier
Institutional barrier
Social barrier
Managerial barrier, and
Technical barrier
45
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H.E. Samdech Prime Minister HUN SEN visit Solar Energy System
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PV-Biogas (110 kWp)
Research Cooperation Project (MIME-NEDO)
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H.E. Suy Sem Minister of Industry Mines and Energy visit PV-Biogas

PV-Micro-hydro (108.7kWp) Research
Cooperation Project (MIME-NEDO)
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Thank you!
Any Question Please?
Contact Dr. Sat Samy
Tel/Fax: 855-23-990602
Mobile Phone: 855-12-299399
E-mail:mimeder@forum.org.kh
Website: www. recambodia.org
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